Abstract.-With the availability of genomic sequence data, there is increasing interest in using genes with a possible history of duplication and loss for species tree inference. Here we assess the performance of both nonprobabilistic and probabilistic species tree inference approaches using gene duplication and loss and coalescence simulations. We evaluated the performance of gene tree parsimony (GTP) based on duplication (Only-dup), duplication and loss (Dup-loss), and deep coalescence (Deep-c) costs, the NJ st distance method, the MulRF supertree method, and PHYLDOG, which jointly estimates gene trees and species tree using a hierarchical probabilistic model. We examined the effects of gene tree and species sampling, gene tree error, and duplication and loss rates on the accuracy of phylogenetic estimates. In the 10-taxon duplication and loss simulation experiments, MulRF is more accurate than the other methods when the duplication and loss rates are low, and Dup-loss is generally the most accurate when the duplication and loss rates are high. PHYLDOG performs well in 10-taxon duplication and loss simulations, but its run time is prohibitively long on larger data sets. In the larger duplication and loss simulation experiments, MulRF outperforms all other methods in experiments with at most 100 taxa; however, in the larger simulation, Dup-loss generally performs best. In all duplication and loss simulation experiments with more than 10 taxa, all methods perform better with more gene trees and fewer missing sequences, and they are all affected by gene tree error. Our results also highlight high levels of error in estimates of duplications and losses from GTP methods and demonstrate the usefulness of methods based on generic tree distances for large analyses.
Large-scale genomic data have helped resolve many difficult phylogenetic questions, but they also have drawn attention to complex patterns of genomic variation that result from processes such as gene duplication and loss, incomplete lineage sorting, recombination, or lateral gene transfer (LGT; Maddison 1997) . These processes can create conflict among gene tree topologies and obscure or mislead phylogenetic analyses of multi-gene data sets (Mossel and Vigoda 2005; Kubatko and Degnan 2007; Beiko et al. 2008; Penny et al. 2008) . Thus, inferring species relationships in the presence of discordant gene histories is a major challenge for modern phylogenetics. Any effective method for such phylogenomic analyses must address the variety of causes of gene tree incongruence while remaining computationally tractable for large genomic data sets.
Gene tree parsimony (GTP) was among the first approaches for inferring a species tree from conflicting gene trees (e.g., Goodman et al. 1979; Guigó et al. 1996; Page and Charleston 1997; Slowinski and Page 1999) . Given a collection of gene trees, GTP seeks the species tree that implies the fewest conflict-causing events among gene trees. The simplicity of this optimality criterion enabled the development of fast and effective algorithms or heuristics for GTP based on minimizing the number of duplications and/or losses (Bansal et al. 2007; Wehe et al. 2008; Bansal et al. 2010) , deep coalescence events (Maddison and Knowles 2006; Bansal et al. 2010; Yu et al. 2011a,b) , and even LGTs (Whidden et al. forthcoming) . The GTP approaches that minimize the number of duplications or duplications and losses are especially useful for fully exploiting the wealth of genomic data because they can incorporate gene trees containing paralogs from a single taxon (multi-copy gene trees). Unlike most other phylogenetic methods, they do not assume orthology among sequences, and it is not necessary to exclude nonorthologous sequences.
Although numerous studies have used GTP to infer phylogenies from genomic data (Sanderson and McMahon 2007; Holton and Pisani 2010; Burleigh et al. 2011; Medina et al. 2011; Ness et al. 2011; Katz et al. 2012; Near et al. 2012; Wainwright et al. 2012) , there have been few formal experiments to evaluate the performance of GTP in the presence of gene duplication and loss. One concern is that GTP methods usually are designed to address a single biological process (e.g., gene duplication/loss, deep coalescence, or LGT). This does not mean that GTP methods will fail under more complex evolutionary scenarios, but it is not clear how well they will perform. In fact, much of the conflict among gene trees may result from error in the gene tree inference (e.g., Rasmussen and Kellis 2011) , which can drastically inflate estimates of the number of duplications and losses (Hahn 2007; Burleigh et al. 2009; Rasmussen and Kellis 2011) and mislead GTP (Sanderson and McMahon 2007; Burleigh et al. 2011) . Finally, even given accurate gene trees that have evolved only under a single process, GTP in some cases is inconsistent; that is, the GTP solution may converge to the incorrect species tree with the addition of more data (Than and Rosenberg 2011) . Chaudhary et al. (2013) introduced a new approach, called MulRF, for constructing a species tree from multicopy gene trees. Like GTP methods, the input for MulRF is a collection of gene trees. Using a version of the Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance generalized to 326 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 64 multi-copy gene trees, MulRF seeks a species tree with the smallest RF distance to the collection of gene trees (Chaudhary et al. 2013) . Thus, like GTP based on duplications and losses, MulRF can include genes with paralogs, but in contrast to GTP, MulRF uses a generic tree distance metric that is not based on a biological cost. An approach that does not use a distance metric based on a specific biological process may be appropriate if the conflict among genes is due to error or multiple biological processes.
NJ st infers a neighbor-joining tree based on the average pairwise internode distance between taxa in a collection of gene trees (Liu and Yu 2011) . Like MulRF, NJ st can be used with multi-copy gene trees, and its optimality criterion is not based on any specific biological process. However, it is statistically consistent under a coalescence model, when the gene trees are accurate (Liu and Yu 2011) .
A growing number of probabilistic (maximum likelihood [ML] or Bayesian) approaches have been developed to infer species trees from potentially conflicting genes using coalescence models (e.g., Liu and Pearl 2007; Liu 2008; Liu et al. 2010; Kubatko et al. 2009; Heled and Drummond 2010; Liu et al. 2009; Degnan and Rosenberg 2009; Knowles 2009 ). These approaches are designed to address only orthologous sequences, and they assume that all gene tree incongruence is due to the incomplete lineage sorting. Bayesian concordance analysis (Ané et al. 2007 ) estimates a concordance tree without making assumptions about the reason for gene discordance, but it is not designed to handle multi-copy gene trees. Probabilistic models of gene duplication and loss (Arvestad et al. 2004 Åkerborg et al. 2009; Górecki et al. 2011; Rasmussen and Kellis 2011) , or duplication, loss, and coalescence (Rasmussen and Kellis 2012) , have been developed to map gene duplications and losses on a fixed species tree, and some of these models simultaneously infer gene tree topologies (Arvestad et al. 2004 Åkerborg et al. 2009; Rasmussen and Kellis 2011) . PHYLDOG uses a duplication and loss model to simultaneously estimate gene tree topologies and their corresponding species tree . Although this approach appears to be promising, it can be very computationally expensive, and its performance has not been evaluated on many data sets. Recently, probabilistic models of duplication and loss also have been extended to include LGTs Sjöstrand et al. forthcoming) . Such models are usually computationally very demanding and have rarely been used to estimate species trees .
In this study, we examine which phylogenetic method can best resolve a species tree from genes with a history of duplication and loss. We evaluate the performance of several GTP methods as well as MulRF, NJ st , and PHYLDOG under gene duplication and loss simulations; we also explore how these methods perform in coalescence simulations. Through the simulation experiments, we examine the effects of species and gene sampling, gene tree error, and missing, or unsampled, sequences on the accuracy of the resulting species trees. Our results highlight the difficulty of inferring species trees from multi-copy genes, especially when there are high rates of duplication and loss, and raise concerns about the performance of several methods. They also provide insight into the importance of model fit and tradeoffs between accuracy and running time.
METHODS
GTP GTP methods seek a rooted species tree that implies the fewest duplication, duplication and loss, or deep coalescence events across a collection of rooted gene trees (e.g., Goodman et al. 1979; Guigó et al. 1996; Page and Charleston 1997; Slowinski et al. 1997) . Thus, GTP methods not only infer a species tree from a collection of gene trees, but they also estimate the minimum number of reconciliation events for the given gene trees. The GTP problem is NP-hard for all three cost models (Ma et al. 2000; Zhang 2011 ). The fastest existing heuristics for duplication (Only-dup; Wehe et al. 2008) , duplication and loss (Dup-loss; Chaudhary et al. 2010) , and deep coalescence (Deep-c; Chaudhary et al. 2010) costs use hill-climbing heuristics based on the rooted subtree prune and regraft (SPR) local tree search (Bansal et al. 2007 . Estimating the cost function for GTP methods usually requires rooted gene trees, but it is often difficult to know the true root of a gene tree with a history of duplication and loss. The root of the gene trees can be estimated before the GTP analysis or during the execution of the GTP tree search heuristic, by evaluating different gene tree rootings to find one that has the smallest reconciliation cost (e.g., Sanderson and McMahon 2007; Wehe et al. 2008; Burleigh et al. 2011) .
MulRF
The MulRF method seeks an unrooted species tree that minimizes the RF distance from a collection of unrooted, multi-copy (multi-labeled, or having multiple leaves labeled the same) gene trees (Chaudhary et al. 2013 (Chaudhary et al. , 2014 . To compute the RF distance between a multicopy gene tree G and a (singly-labeled) species tree S, the MulRF method first extends the species tree S into a multi-labeled tree by doing the following for each leaf label m that labels k > 1 leaves in G. We replace the leaf with label m in S by a new internal node connected to k new leaves, all labeled m, in a star tree topology. The RF distance between G and S is now the usual RF distance (Robinson and Foulds 1981) between G and the extended species tree. The MulRF problem is NP-hard since it generalizes the NP-hard RF supertree problem (Chaudhary et al. 2012) . MulRF uses a hillclimbing heuristic based on the unrooted SPR local search (Chaudhary et al. 2013 ). NJ st is a distance method for inferring unrooted species trees from the collection of unrooted gene trees (Liu and Yu 2011) . The NJ st species tree is the neighbor joining tree constructed from a distance matrix in which the distance between two species is defined as the average number of internodes between the two species across the gene trees.
PHYLDOG
PHYLDOG is a probabilistic approach to estimate gene trees and a species tree from a collection of gene alignments under the duplication and loss model . PHYLDOG uses a hierarchical model that integrates both sequence and gene family evolution processes. It ultimately estimates gene trees, a species tree, and the expected numbers of duplications and losses on each branch using a joint likelihood function that accounts for sequence evolution through a nucleotide substitution model (Felsenstein 1981) and gene family evolution through a birth-death (BD) process (Feller 1968) . PHYLDOG has a parallel clientserver architecture, where client and server processes optimize gene and species trees, respectively, and compute their likelihood scores.
Duplication and Loss Simulations
We first conducted four gene duplication and loss simulation experiments to compare the performances of Dup-loss, Only-dup, Deep-c, MulRF, NJ st , and PHYLDOG. We began by generating species trees of 10, 50, 100, and 500 taxa using a Yule (pure birth) process model. Next, we generated gene trees inside these species trees using a model of gene duplication and loss. For each gene tree, we simulated an alignment of DNA sequences, and we estimated the ML gene tree from this alignment. We performed Dup-loss, Onlydup, Deep-c, MulRF, and NJ st analyses using as input either the simulated gene trees or the ML estimates of the gene tree topologies from the simulated alignments. PHYLDOG analyses were performed directly on the simulated DNA sequence alignments. The performance of each of the six methods was evaluated by comparing the similarity of the estimated species trees to the original model species tree. For Only-dup and Dup-loss, we also evaluated the accuracy of the duplication or duplication and loss estimates in the duplication and loss-based simulation. We describe each step of the first experiment in detail below. (See Appendix, available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6, for commands used for data generation.)
Generating model species trees.-We generated model species trees using the "Uniform Speciation" (Yule, or pure birth, process) module in Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison 2009 ). This creates a tree with a specified number of terminal taxa and a fixed time between the root and the present. We generated species trees with 10, 50, 100, and 500 taxa, and corresponding heights 115, 196, 230 , and 311 myr, respectively. The species tree heights are proportional to the expected tree heights under the Yule model (for a fixed rate, the expected tree height of an n taxon tree is proportional to log(n)). Note that the time units are arbitrary. We simulated 20 replicates of species tree for each model species tree size.
Simulating gene trees.-For each simulated species tree, we first simulated 1000 gene trees. Gene sequences often are either intensively sampled from clades of closely related species (e.g., primates) or from only a few, distantly related taxa, which are selected to represent major lineages throughout a large clade. Following (Swenson et al. 2010) , we refer to the first strategy as cladebased sampling and the second as scaffold sampling. The scaffold trees provide links among the clade-based trees, and most supertree studies contain one or more scaffold trees linking clade-based trees (Swenson et al. 2010) . Therefore, for each model species tree, we generated 4 scaffold gene trees, and 996 clade-based gene trees (following Swenson et al. 2010) . While the genes for inferring scaffold trees span the root of the model species tree, the genes for clade-based trees have a birth node, which was randomly selected using the model tree topology and branch lengths, within the model species tree.
To simulate the gene tree topologies inside the model species tree, we used the duplication-loss model of (Arvestad et al. 2003) , which is based on the BD process (Feller 1968) . The BD process is a continuous-time process that generates a binary tree according to a constant rate of lineage bifurcation (gene duplication) and lineage termination (gene loss). We used gene duplication and loss (D/L) rates of 0.002, 0.004, and 0.008 events/gene per myr, following the D/L rates estimated from a primate data set (Rasmussen and Kellis 2012) . Each model condition is indicated by the number of taxa in the model species tree and the D/L rate used in simulating gene trees over it. Since gene sampling is rarely complete in real data sets and often varies greatly from gene to gene, we deleted 0-75% of the total sequences (determined by randomly selecting a number between 0 and 75) from each gene tree, while ensuring that each gene tree was built from at least four sequences.
Simulating DNA sequences and building input trees.-For each gene tree, we simulated a nucleotide sequence alignment of length 500 under the GTR+Gamma+I model using Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly 1997) .
The parameters of the model were chosen with equal probability from the parameter sets estimated by (Ganapathy 2006 ) on three biological data sets, following (Swenson et al. 2010) . Genes were simulated at fast, medium, or slow rates, implemented by rescaling the branch lengths of gene trees by a factor of 2.0, 1.0, or 0.1, respectively. While the genes for scaffold gene trees were 328 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 64 always slow, 25% of the genes of clade-based gene trees were slow, 50% medium, and 25% fast. For each sequence alignment, we estimated the ML tree using RAxML (Stamatakis 2006) under GTRCAT model, performing searches from five different starting trees and taking the tree with the highest likelihood.
Species tree estimation.-We conducted three different experiments to evaluate the performances of Dup-loss, Only-dup, Deep-c, MulRF, NJ st , and PHYLDOG. In the first experiment we ran all the methods, except PHYLDOG, using the gene trees that were simulated from the model trees as input. This analysis was performed before the nucleotide sequence simulation; therefore, we call it "presequence" analysis. Note that in presequence analysis, the gene trees have the correct root and their topologies represent the true evolutionary history of the genes. We did not use PHYLDOG in this experiment because PHYLDOG infers gene trees from sequences.
The next two experiments were performed using as input ML gene trees inferred from nucleotide alignments. Also, they differ in the way they deal with the rooting of the gene trees. The cost functions for Dup-loss, Only-dup, and Deep-c require rooted gene trees; however, their software implementations can also deal with the unrooted input gene trees. Both MulRF and NJ st use unrooted gene trees. The RAxML analysis outputs an unrooted (or arbitrarily rooted) gene tree. In our first analysis, called "postsequence (UR)," we feed the unrooted ML gene trees directly to Dup-loss, Only-dup, Deep-c, MulRF, and NJ st . Only-dup, Duploss, and Deep-c run in their unrooted settings (Wehe et al. 2008; Burleigh et al. 2011) . In this setting, they first run a local SPR search on an arbitrarily rooted tree. Then, after the local SPR search, they reroot the input trees to minimize the reconciliation cost, and a new local SPR search is performed with the rerooted gene trees. This procedure is repeated until rerooting does not reduce the reconciliation cost. In the second analysis, called "postsequence (MR)," we rooted the ML gene trees using midpoint rooting implemented in Retree (Felsenstein 1993 ) before using them for Only-dup, Dup-loss, Deep-c, and MulRF analyses.
PHYLDOG differs from the other methods in that the input is a collection of gene alignments, not gene trees, and the gene trees and species tree are inferred simultaneously. To examine the performance of PHYLDOG, we tested it using as input the nucleotide alignments that were simulated from the gene trees. Due to computational limitations, we were only able to run PHYLDOG on the 10-taxon simulations. Each method was allowed 48 h to complete its execution on a data set. If this time was insufficient for the first data set, then the method was not used for that model condition.
Performance evaluation.-We examined the accuracy of the different methods by comparing the resulting estimated species tree with the original model species tree using two distinct measures. First, for each model condition we estimated the average topological error (ATE) percentage, which is the average of the normalized RF distance between each model tree and the estimated species tree multiplied by 100. The normalized RF distance between a model tree and the estimated species tree is the RF distance divided by the number of internal edges in both trees. An ATE of 0 indicates two trees are identical, and an ATE of 100 indicates the two trees share no common splits. We also computed the average quartet error (AQE) percentage for each model condition by computing the average of the normalized quartet distance between each model tree and the estimated species tree and multiplying by 100. The normalized quartet distance between a model tree and the estimated species tree is the number of quartets that are not present in both trees divided by the number of quartets in both trees. Like ATE, an AQE of 0 indicates two trees are identical, and an AQE of 100 indicates the two trees share no common quartets. We used TOPD/FMTS (Puigbò et al. 2007 ) to compute the quartet distance for the 10-taxon trees, and QuickQuartet (Crosby and Williams 2012) for the rest.
We also compared the number of gene duplications estimated by Only-dup, and duplications and losses estimated by Dup-loss with the actual number of these events in each gene tree simulation under duplication and loss model.
Gene and taxon sampling experiments.-We performed additional gene duplication and loss simulation experiments to examine the effects of gene tree sampling and sequence sampling within gene trees, respectively. In the first two experiments, we performed the species tree analyses using first 100 and first 500 simulated gene trees for each model condition, instead of 1000 gene trees used in the original experiments. We call these the "100 gene tree experiment" and the "500 gene tree experiment," in contrast to the original "1000 gene tree experiment." These experiments allow us to examine the effect of the number of gene trees on species tree estimation.
In the "incomplete sampling experiment," we simulated 200 gene trees with D/L rate 0.002 events/gene per myr over 100-taxon model species trees. From each gene tree, we deleted 0-25%, 25-50%, or 50-75% of the total sequences (randomly selecting a number from the specified range), while ensuring that each model species tree had 200 simulated gene trees that each contained at least four sequences from the available taxa. For this experiment we performed presequence and postsequence (MR) analyses (not postsequence [UR] ) to evaluate the performances of Only-dup, Dup-loss, Deep-c, and MulRF.
Coalescence Simulations
Although this study is primarily about the performance of different phylogenetic methods in the presence of gene duplications and losses, we also compared the performance of these methods under coalescence-based simulations. In these experiments, we first generated model species trees using the Yule process module in Mesquite (Maddison and Maddison 2009) . Following (Maddison and Knowles 2006) , we generated species trees with 10, 50, and 100 taxa, and corresponding heights of 1,106,300, 1,880,712, and 2,217,412 generations, respectively. Again, the species tree heights were proportional to the expected tree heights under the Yule model. We simulated 20 species tree replicates for each model species tree size. Within each species tree, 500 gene trees were simulated using the module "Contained Coalescent Trees" in DendroPy (Sukumaran and Holder 2010) with an effective population size of 100,000 (following Maddison and Knowles 2006) . We sampled one allele per species, and deleted 0-65% of the total sequences (determined by randomly selecting a number between 0 and 65) from each gene tree. For each gene tree, we simulated a nucleotide sequence alignment of length 2000 under the GTR+Gamma+I model with the same parameter values as used in the duplication and loss simulations using Seq-Gen (Rambaut and Grassly 1997) . We estimated the ML gene tree from this alignment using RAxML (Stamatakis 2006 ) under the GTRCAT model.
For this experiment we performed presequence analyses to evaluate the performance of Only-dup, Dup-loss, Deep-c, MulRF, and NJ st using the known gene trees. In the postsequence analysis, Only-dup, Dup-loss, Deep-c, MulRF analyses were performed in postsequence (MR) and NJ st in postsequence (UR). We examined the accuracy of the different methods by comparing the resulting estimated species tree with the original model species tree using the ATE measure.
RESULTS

Accuracy of Species Tree Estimates
Duplication and loss simulations.-In most cases, the simulation results were similar whether we used the ATE or AQE; therefore, we have put the AQE results in the Appendix available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/ 10.5061/dryad.mr3g6. Across all 10-taxon model tree experiments, comparing the ATE or AQE values of PHYLDOG and the postsequence (MR) methods, MulRF produced the most accurate species tree when the duplication and loss rate was 0.002, and Dup-loss was generally the most accurate method when the duplication and loss rate was 0.004 or 0.008 ( Fig. 1; Appendix Fig. 1 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad. mr3g6). In all 10-taxon duplication and loss simulation experiments, NJ st built the least accurate species trees ( Fig. 1; Appendix Fig. 1 (Figs. 2-4) .
The accuracy of the gene trees and the D/L rate affect the performance of all methods, but they have little effect on the relative accuracy of the different methods. For all methods, except NJ st , in all simulation experiments with more than 10 taxa, increasing the D/L rates also decreases accuracy (i.e., increases ATE or AQE values) (Figs. 2-4) . In all simulation experiments, all methods except NJ st are most accurate in the presequence analyses, when the input gene tree topologies have no error (Figs. 2-4 ; Appendix The ATE rates of all four methods also increase as the sequence sampling decreases (Appendix Fig. 5a available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad. mr3g6). This trend particularly affects the accuracy of species-tree estimates in the postsequence (MR) analyses. For example, the Dup-loss and Only-dup supertrees share fewer than half of their splits with the model species tree in the 50-75% deletion case (Appendix Fig. 5a available on Dryad at http://dx.doi. org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). However, increasing the number of input gene trees appears to improve species tree estimates. Across presequence and postsequence (MR) analyses for the 100 gene tree experiment, in 97.22% of 50-taxon or larger species tree estimations, the ATE rates were higher than the corresponding analysis using 1000 gene trees (Figs. 2-4) .
Coalescence simulations.-In the presequence analyses, Dup-loss has lowest ATE value in 10-taxon experiment, but Only-dup is the most accurate method for larger (more than 10 taxa) model species trees (Fig. 5) . In all presequence experiments, Deep-c builds trees that are less accurate than the Dup-loss, Only-dup, MulRF, or NJ st trees (Fig. 5) .
The impact of gene tree error is much worse in the coalescence simulations than in the duplication and loss simulations (Figs. 2-5 ). In the postsequence analyses, NJ st performs the best in the 10-taxon model tree experiment and MulRF is generally the most accurate method for larger (more than 10 taxa) species trees (Fig. 5) . In the postsequence experiments, Only-dup builds the least accurate species trees (Fig. 5) .
Accuracy of Duplication and Loss Estimates
In the presequence analyses for all duplication and loss simulation experiments, Dup-loss and Onlydup always underestimate the actual number of duplications (Appendix Figs. 5b and 6 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). Similarly, Dup-loss always underestimated the number of losses in the analyses using presequence, or true, gene trees (Appendix Figs. 5c and 7 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). Furthermore, the percent underestimation of duplications and losses in the pre-sequence analyses increases with the D/L rate (Appendix Figs. 6 and 7 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/ dryad.mr3g6). For example, in the 50-taxon data set, Only-dup underestimates the number of duplications by 44.27% when the D/L rate is 0.002 and by 58.41% when the D/L rate is 0.008 (Appendix Fig. 6 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6).
In contrast, in the postsequence analyses, both Only-dup and Dup-loss often overestimate duplications (Appendix Fig. 6 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6) and Dup-loss often overestimates losses (Appendix Fig. 7 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). The D/L rate in the simulations affects the accuracy of duplication and loss estimates: estimates of duplications were relatively higher with low D/L rates than they were with high D/L rates (Appendix Fig. 6 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). For example, with a D/L rate of 0.02, duplications are always overestimated, but with a higher D/L rate, they were sometimes underestimated (Appendix Fig. 6 experiments were conducted on the University of Florida High Performance Computing Cluster (HiPerGator). All methods in this study except PHYLDOG are sequential algorithms. In the 10-taxon simulations, the average running time for a data set using PHYLDOG was under an hour using 100 or 200 processors (Appendix Table 2 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). Note that this running time includes time for inference of both gene trees and species tree, while the running time of all other methods only includes time for species tree inference.
In the presequence and postsequence experiments on 10-taxon data sets in 100 gene tree experiment, the average execution time per data set for the MulRF, NJ st , and GTP methods was under a second (Appendix Table 3 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6).
In the remaining presequence and postsequence experiments, the MulRF, NJ st , and GTP methods had reasonable running times, with Dup-loss, Only-dup, and Deep-c in the 500-taxon experiments exceeding an average of two hours per run (Appendix Table 3 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). Overall, the MulRF and GTP methods had similar execution times for presequence and postsequence (MR) analyses, with Only-dup and Dup-loss fastest and slowest by a small margin, respectively (Appendix Table 3 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). However, in the postsequence (UR) analysis, all three GTP methods took up to 50 times more time to execute compared to their MR counterparts (Appendix Table 3 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). The reason is that, in the UR setting, GTP methods reroot the ML trees and perform new SPR searches several times during a single run. This greatly increases the execution time compared to the MR setting.
DISCUSSION
The simulation experiments demonstrate the difficulty of constructing phylogenetic trees from gene trees with a history of duplication and loss. Even though the optimality criteria for Only-dup and Dup-loss are explicitly designed to address duplications (or duplications and losses), MulRF, based on a generic tree distance metric, outperforms Only-dup and Duploss in the 50-and 100-taxon duplication and loss simulation experiments (Figs. 2-4) . The probabilistic method PHYLDOG, which assumes a BD model of gene duplication and loss, generally does not outperform Dup-loss or MulRF in the 10-taxon duplication and loss simulations ( Fig. 1; Appendix Fig. 1 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6), and it was too computationally expensive to run on larger data sets. On 500-taxon trees, Dup-loss and MulRF overall are the most accurate method when the performances are evaluated based on ATE and AQE, respectively ( Figs. 2-4 ; Appendix Figs. 2-4 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). Overall, though, our results are relatively consistent whether we evaluate accuracy using the ATE and AQE (Figs. 2-4 ; Appendix Figs. 2-4 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). This indicates that the relative performance of MulRF is not artificially enhanced by evaluating the results with ATE, which is based on the RF distance.
It is not surprising that both error in input treesas introduced by inferring and rooting the gene trees in the postsequence simulations-and higher rates of duplication and loss negatively affect performance of all methods; these processes create conflict between 2015 CHAUDHARY ET AL.-ASSESSING APPROACHES FOR INFERRING SPECIES TREES 335 FIGURE 6. An example showing the negative effect of inadequate gene sampling. Two gene trees G 1 and G 2 evolve within a species tree; circle, explosion, and cross signs represent speciation, duplication, and loss (or incomplete sampling) of corresponding genes, respectively. Both G 1 and G 2 are conflicting but error free. MulRF and Only-dup estimate the correct species tree when G 1 and G 2 are input. Further, if the gene sequence c 11 had not been sampled for the first gene tree, now called G 11 , both MulRF and Only-dup would have estimated a species tree of topology identical to either G 11 or G 2 , where the topology of G 11 conflicts with the true species tree.
the gene tree and species tree topologies. Incomplete gene sampling also adversely affects all of the methods (Appendix Fig. 5a available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6), and it can mask evidence of duplications or losses (see the example in Fig. 6 ). The relatively poor performance of all methods in certain extreme simulation conditions suggests that it may be beneficial to remove genes with especially high rates of duplication and loss or low sampling prior to phylogenetic analyses. Alternately, increasing the number of high-quality input gene trees may help ameliorate phylogenetic error (Figs. 2-4) .
In all the duplication and loss simulation experiments, GTP using a duplication-only reconciliation cost (Onlydup; performs poorly compared to all other methods. Several studies have suggested that using a duplication cost function may be more appropriate than using a duplication and loss cost function when the input gene trees have incomplete gene sampling (e.g, Cotton and Page 2003; Burleigh et al. 2010) . In these cases, it can be impossible to distinguish gene losses from unsampled genes, and thus, estimates of gene loss will not represent the biological cost. Our sampling experiment suggests that this argument is unsubstantiated; Dup-loss always outperforms Only-dup, even when only 25-50% of the sequences are present in the gene trees. Published analyses using Only-dup have produced credible species trees, but based on our simulations, this is most likely to occur when the input gene trees have either very low rates of duplication and loss or when there is a large number of input gene trees (e.g., Burleigh et al. 2010) . In spite of its generally poor performance, one advantage of Only-dup is its speed. Unlike Dup-loss and MulRF, there exist efficient and apparently effective heuristics for Only-dup that can infer species trees with 100,000 taxa in reasonable time (Wehe and Burleigh 2010) . Thus, Only-dup may still be useful for obtaining quick species tree estimates from extraordinarily large data sets.
Interestingly, the relative accuracy of GTP methods in the simulation experiments often is surprising based on their optimality criterion. For example, Only-dup is generally more accurate than the other GTP methods, including Deep-c, in the presequence coalescence simulations. Furthermore, even though the objective criterion of the Deep-c is based on coalescence, and not gene duplication and loss, its overall performance is very similar to, and sometimes slightly better than, Dup-loss in the duplication and loss simulations (Figs. 1-4) . This is perhaps not surprising given the relationship between the deep coalescence and duplication costs (Zhang 2011) .
Estimates of duplications and duplications and losses from Only-dup and Dup-loss, respectively, also often had high amounts of error. Several studies have noted that error in gene tree topologies can greatly inflate estimates of duplications (e.g., Hahn 2007; Rasmussen and Kellis 2011) . Yet our experiments demonstrate that estimates of duplications and losses may have high error even when the gene trees are correct, and in many situations, they underestimated duplications and losses (Appendix Figs. 6 and 7 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). Both Duploss and Only-dup use the same reconciliation model for duplication; thus, the duplication estimates are very similar. The underestimates of duplications in the presequence analyses, which used the actual gene trees from the simulations, likely are due to the inability of the GTP methods to observe duplications in a gene tree when all the leaves under a duplicated node are missing due to either gene loss or incomplete sampling (Appendix Figs. 5b and 6 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). There are more of these "missed duplications" as the D/L 336 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 64 FIGURE 7. Three gene trees G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 evolved over a species tree; circle, explosion, and cross signs represent speciation, duplication, and loss (or incomplete sampling) of corresponding genes, respectively. Observe that the gene trees are conflicting but error free. When only G 1 and G 2 are the inputs to Only-dup and MulRF, both the methods estimate the species tree of topology identical to G 1 or G 2 . After including G 3 in the input gene trees, MulRF estimates the correct species tree, that is, identical to G 2 or G 3 in topology; however, the output from Only-dup is the same. Thus, the additional input gene tree helps MulRF to estimate the right (unrooted) species tree, but Only-dup is misled by its reliance on the rootings of the input gene trees.
rate is increased or the amount of gene sampling is reduced (Appendix Figs. 5b and 6 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). Losses are similarly underestimated under the same conditions (Appendix Figs. 5c and 7 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). Missing sequences can lead to overestimates or underestimates of losses. Multiple losses in a subtree are observed as a single loss if the other leaves in the subtree are not sampled. In contrast, missing sequences can increase the number of perceived losses, leading to overestimation of losses. Overall in our experiments losses appear to be missed more often than overcounted, and the impact of missed losses is more evident in simulations of larger trees (Appendix Figs. 5c and 7 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6).
In the postsequence analyses for D/L rate 0.002, overestimates of duplications (by both Only-dup and Dup-loss) are likely due to errors in the gene tree topology that are interpreted as duplications (Appendix Figs. 5b and 6 available on Dryad at http:// dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). These "mistaken duplications" do not increase with increasing D/L rate, but the missed duplications do. Eventually with higher D/L rates, missed duplications become more common than mistaken duplications. Consequently, duplications are overestimated when there is a low D/L rate and underestimated when there is a high D/L rate. Dup-loss overestimates losses (Appendix Figs. 5c and 7 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6) as a result of incomplete sampling and postsequence gene tree errors, and underestimates losses due to the missed losses phenomenon described above. As the D/L rate increases, the relative effect of missed losses becomes greater.
Whether the duplication or loss cost is over-or underestimated, it often differs greatly from the actual biological cost. The duplication or loss costs are likely to be even less accurate in analyses of real data, in which gene topologies may be further confounded by processes such as incomplete lineage sorting, recombination, and lateral transfer or reticulate evolution. Still, this does not necessarily mean that the GTP methods will produce inaccurate species trees. In fact, there does not appear to be a direct relationship between accuracy of duplication or loss estimates and species tree estimates in the simulation experiments. Instead, it suggests that the performance of the GTP methods is due to the suitability of the duplication, duplication and loss, or even deep coalescence, cost as tree distance metrics and not to the accuracy with which they reflect actual biological processes. If the duplication, duplication and loss, or deep coalescence costs do not represent the historical processes of gene evolution, it is natural to explore the performance of other tree metrics that do not claim to represent a biological cost or process, like the RF distance.
One advantage of MulRF compared to GTP is that it uses an unrooted tree distance metric (e.g., the metric in MulRF) instead of a rooted metric (such as the metrics in Only-dup, Dup-loss, and Deep-c). The reliance of GTP on the rooting of the input gene tree can disguise topological similarities (e.g., see Fig. 7 ), and in many cases it may be difficult to root gene trees accurately. There has been recent work to develop GTP methods that better accommodate unrooted trees (e.g., Yu et al. 2011a,b; Górecki et al. 2012) , and rooted GTP methods have the added benefit of inferring rooted species trees (e.g., Katz et al. 2012) , which cannot be done with MulRF. Still, uncertainty and error in the root of gene trees presents a potential liability and computational challenge to GTP that can be avoided using a method based on unrooted metrics.
Like MulRF, NJ st uses unrooted input trees; however, the simulation experiments suggest that it is not wellsuited for inferring species trees from gene trees with a history of duplication and loss (Figs. 1-4) . More surprisingly, even though NJ st is consistent under a coalescence model (Liu and Yu 2011) , it is relatively inaccurate compared to the other methods in the coalescence simulations (Fig. 5) . Even though the gene trees are accurate in the presequence experiments, they are missing sequences, and the incomplete sampling may be affecting the performance of NJ st .
Until the development of PHYLDOG , there had been little work to infer species trees from genes with a history of duplication and loss using probabilistic methods. Gene trees inferred using a species tree and model of duplication and loss may be more accurate than gene trees inferred de novo (Rasmussen and Kellis 2011) , and PHYLDOG uses a more sophisticated model of duplications and losses than GTP. However, in the 10-taxon simulations, the GTP methods and MulRF performed at least as well as PHYLDOG with orders of magnitude less computational effort ( Fig. 1;  Appendix Fig. 1 , Tables 1 and 2 available on Dryad at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.mr3g6). The choice between a nonprobabilistic approach and PHYLDOG is not necessarily just a tradeoff between speed and accuracy, and it will be important to characterize further how all these methods perform under more complex evolutionary scenarios. For example, while our simulations focused on duplication and loss, genes with high rates of duplication also may have elevated rates of incomplete lineage sorting (Rasmussen and Kellis 2012) .
The extreme computational demands of probabilistic methods and the often good performance of much faster nonprobabilistic approaches suggests that it will be valuable to investigate methods based on other tree distance measures. While MulRF can be effective for inferring species trees from multi-copy gene trees, other tree distance metrics, like the quartet distance, could be similarly extended to multi-labeled trees and used for species tree inference. Future work should evaluate the suitability of different distance metrics for reconciling gene trees under different error models and evolutionary scenarios. The simulations demonstrate that MulRF often works well under models of duplication and loss and coalescence, and it may also be robust to low levels of LGT (Chaudhary et al. 2013 ). However, gene tree branch swaps between distantly related taxa, as may occur in LGT, can impact the RF distance much more than other distance metrics like a quartet distance (e.g., Ge et al. 2005 ). In such cases, a treebuilding method based on the RF distance may perform poorly. 
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